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There has recently been a surge of interest in studying the superconducting diode effect (SDE) partly
due to the possibility of uncovering the intrinsic properties of amaterial system. A change of sign of the
SDE at finite magnetic field has previously been attributed to different mechanisms. Here, we observe
the SDE in epitaxial Al-InAs Josephson junctions with strong Rashba spin-orbit coupling (SOC). We
show that this effect strongly depends on the orientation of the in-planemagnetic field. In the presence
of a strong magnetic field, we observe a change of sign in the SDE. Simulation and measurement of
supercurrent suggest that depending on the superconducting widths,WS, this sign change may not
necessarily be related to 0–π or topological transitions. We find that the strongest sign change in
junctions with narrow WS is consistent with SOC-induced asymmetry of the critical current under
magnetic-field inversion, while in wider WS, the sign reversal could be related to 0–π transitions and
topological superconductivity.

Nonreciprocity in non-centrosymmetric quantum systems has been well
studied in semiconductors as they are essential for the rectification function
in electrical diodes and solar cells. There has been a recent rise of interest in
nonreciprocity in superconductors, implying a progress toward designing
superconducting diodes and its possible application in modern electronic
circuits, sensors, and detectors1–12. Nonreciprocal critical currents in
superconductors occur when the magnitude of the critical supercurrent, Ic,
depends on the direction inwhich the current is swept. Theoretically, the so-
called diode effect can occur when both inversion and time-reversal sym-
metries are broken, where the latter can be achieved by the magnetic
proximity effect, in magnetic Josephson junctions, or by applying an
external magnetic field. This effect has been attributed to the presence of
finite-momentum Cooper pairs and the change in the nature of
superconductivity7,13–16. Recent studies have suggested the existence of the
superconducting diode effect (SDE) in Josephson junctions (JJs) with large
Rashba spin–orbit coupling (SOC)1,2,5,6,17–19. The magnitude of the super-
current in JJswith SOCdepends on the direction of themagneticfield, as the
Rashba and Dresselhaus effects can have different contributions20,21.
Therefore, investigating theSDE througha JJ canprovide informationabout
the SOC in its semiconductor.

Planar JJs fabricated on epitaxial Al-InAs heterostructures are great
candidates to study SDE due to their strong SOC2,3,22. Such devices have also
shown signatures of topological phase transition when their time-reversal
symmetry is brokenby an in-planemagneticfield23–25. Recently,Costa et al.17

have reported a sign reversal of the AC SDE in multi-channel JJs based on
Al-InAs with strong SOC subjected to a magnetic field, and related it to a
0–π-like transition induced by the Zeeman interaction in the device. Con-
versely, Banerjee et al.25 have proposed a SDE originating from finite-
momentum Cooper pairing solely due to orbital effects, without invoking
SOC or Zeeman interaction.

In this work, we study epitaxial Al-InAs JJs with various super-
conductive contact widths, WS. By applying a magnetic field perpendi-
cular to the current and parallel to the junction, we observe nonreciprocal
critical currents due to the finite-momentum Cooper pairing enabled by
the coexistence of strong Rashba SOC and the Zeeman interaction. We
observe a SOC-induced shift, B*, of the magnetic field yielding the
maximum of the critical current amplitude and use it to estimate the
Rashba SOC strength in the JJ. In the absence of the magnetic field, time-
reversal symmetry is restored and the SDE vanishes. However, the SDE
can also vanish at certain finite magnetic fields and changes sign below
the superconductor critical field, Bc. We consider JJs with various
superconducting widths,WS, and observe zeros of the SDE, across which
the critical current difference ΔIc ¼ Iþc � jI�c j characterizing the SDE
exhibits sign reversals at finite values of the magnetic field. We attribute
the sign reversals to (i) 0–π-like jumps of the ground-state super-
conducting phase difference for wide WS and (ii) SOC-induced asym-
metry of the critical current under magnetic field inversion with respect
to the field shift, B* for narrow WS. In a gated junction, we observe the
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SDE and SOC-induced shift at zero and positive gate voltages where the
SOC is strong in our system. However, the SDE is negligible when a
negative gate voltage is applied, suggesting that the Rashba strength is
relatively small at negative gate voltages. This agrees with our previous
studies of SOC strength measurements on gated Hall bars.

Results and discussion
Devices and measurement details
Our junctions are based on epitaxial superconducting Al thin films grown
in situ on InAs heterostructures by molecular beam epitaxy on a InP sub-
strate followed by a graded buffer layer22,26,27. Typically, the critical field of
thinfilmofAl is greater than 1 T. Figure 1a shows a general schematic of our
planar JJs. We study junctions with varying superconducting widths from
WS = 0.15 μm to WS = 1 μm. All the junctions are W = 4 μm wide and are
fabricated using Transene selective wet etching of Al. Figure 1b shows a
false-colored scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a typical
L = 150 nm long junction with superconducting width of WS = 1 μm. The
Al-induced gap in our junctions is about Δ = 220 μeV estimated from

critical temperature, Tc. The semiconductor-superconductor transparency
of our junctions are reported in our previous works28–30 and can hostmodes
with near unity transparency. All the measurements in this study are per-
formed at T ≈ 30mK in a dilution refrigerator equipped with a three-axis
vectormagnet. As shown inFig. 1b, the z axis of themagnet is perpendicular
to the sample plane, while x and y axes are in-plane components aligned
parallel to the current and junction, respectively.

Figure 1c presents the differential resistance as a function of the bias
current and applied out-of-plane magnetic field for the junction JJ1 with
WS = 0.6 μmwhen the in-plane field is set to zero. The observed Fraunhofer
pattern shows a hysteresis due to heating effects when bias is swept through
zero28,31. The critical current of the hot electrons branch, where the bias goes
from high bias to zero, is clearly smaller than the critical current of the cold
electrons branch going from zero to high bias. This is due to the difference
between the effective electronic temperature of the hot and cold electrons
branches before the transition to or out of the superconducting state. Such a
hysteretic behavior leads todifferent values of critical current oneach side, as
can be observed in Fig. 1d for JJ1, and has to be avoided for accurate SDE
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Fig. 1 | Devices andmeasurementmethods. aA schematic of a junction of length L,
width W and superconducting width of WS fabricated on the Al-InAs hetero-
structure. The superconducting contacts aremade of Al and the quantumwell (QW)
consists of a layer of InAs grown between two layers of In0.81Ga0.19As. b False-
colored SEM image of a typical junction showing Al (blue) and QW (green) regions.
The dashed line between the superconducting contacts is the W = 4 μm wide and
L = 150-nm-long etched gap. The magnetic field can be applied in three direction
independently as shown on the SEM image. cDifferential resistance as a function of

the bias current and out-of-plane magnetic field of Josephson junction 1 (JJ1) with
WS = 0.6 μm at zero in-plane magnetic field. A hysteresis due to the thermal effects
can be seen. White dashed line indicates the position of the maximum of the critical
current. dA line cut of (c) showing hysteresis in voltage versus current when the bias
is swept from negative to positive. The values of supercurrent on each side are
different due to the thermal effects. e Voltage versus current when the bias is swept
from negative to zero (blue) and positive to zero (red). The values of supercurrent on
two sides are expected to be equal in a conventional JJ.
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measurements. In addition, Fig. 1c shows that the cold electron branch
exhibits a broad switching distribution near the Fraunhofer maximumwith
several premature switching events. For the rest of this study, we therefore
only derive the values of the critical current from the hot electrons branch,
going from high bias to zero bias as shown in Fig. 1e. These two values, i.e.,
the positive and negative retrapping currents, are expected to be equal in
magnitude in reciprocalmeasurements of a conventional devicewithout the
presence of in-plane magnetic field.

Low in-plane field dependence
By carefully aligning the magnet directions to the Josephson junction and
eliminating unwanted out-of-plane component of magnetic field (Bz), we
measure the critical current in the presence of an in-plane magnetic field.
Figure 2a, b shows themeasuredmagnitude of the critical current ∣Ic∣ for JJ1
with WS = 0.6 μm and JJ2 with WS = 0.15 μm when Bz = 0 T and the in-
plane magnetic field with strength Bx is parallel to the current. Blue circles
and red crossmarks correspond to themeasurement of themagnitudeof the
critical current when the bias is swept from negative high bias to zero and
from positive high bias to zero, respectively. We find that the magnitude of
the critical current in both directions is the same and there is no sign of
nonreciprocity when the applied in-plane magnetic field is parallel to the
current.The absenceof SDEwhen thefield is parallel to the current indicates
that the dominant SOC in the junctions is of Rashba type, which is in
agreement with our previous works26,32.

When the in-plane magnetic field is applied perpendicular to the
current, in the y-direction, we find a difference between the forward and
reverse critical currents. Figure 2c, d shows the dependence of the absolute
value of critical current ∣Ic∣ on By for JJ1 and JJ2. We observe a clear non-
reciprocal behavior, where the critical current is larger for positive than for
negative bias when By > 0. This behavior is reversed when the in-plane field
direction is flipped to By < 0, in agreement with the theoretically expected
symmetry relation Iþc ðByÞ ¼ jI�c ð�ByÞj. Details of the experimental mea-
surements and analyses are given in Supplementary Note 1.We extract Ic at
each in-plane magnetic field from the maximum of the Fraunhofer pattern
at that field (see Supplementary Figs. S3 and S4 for more details). The same

measurementsweredoneon three additional deviceswithWS = 0.4, 0.8, and
1 μm and showed the same results, as presented in Supplementary
Figs. S5 and S6 of Supplementary Note 1. Those devices exhibit the same
behavior as JJ1 and JJ2. In all cases, we observe a shift, B* in the magnetic
fields at which the critical currents reach theirmaximum values when By⊥I.
The shift is positive for the critical current corresponding topositive bias and
negative for the case of negative bias. In JJ1 and JJ2, themagnitude of shift on
both negative and positive sides are the same and equal to ∣B*∣=15 mT.
Although the value of ∣Ic∣ at fewmagnetic fields are very close to each other,
but from the zoom-in plots of the data presented in Supplementary
Figs. S7–S9 for JJ1, we can see that themaximum of ∣Ic∣ is at 15mT for both
positive and negative fields (dashed black line in both figures).

This observed shift is captured by our numerical tight-binding
simulations (see details in SupplementaryNote 2). The result of the tight-
binding simulation in Supplementary Fig. S13a for a junction with
WS = 0.15 μm clearly shows the superconducting diode effect in the
splitting of I ±c , as well as the symmetry with respect to the sign of By.
Moreover, B* indicates the presence of SOC in the junction and obeys the
symmetry relation, B*(α) =− B*(− α), where α denotes the strength of
the Rashba SOC. (We neglect Dresselhaus SOC for simplicity, as Rashba
SOC is typically dominant in this system32). As an illustration, we per-
form numerical calculations of the magnetic field dependence of the
critical currents for JJ2 and different values of the Rashba SOC strength.
By tracking the fields at which the numerically calculated critical current
maxima occur, we extract the α-dependence of B* (see Supplementary
Fig. S13b). The black, dashed line is just a linear fit to guide the eye.
Comparing the field-shift value extracted from the experimental and the
corresponding numerical simulations, we estimate the Rashba SOC
strength in device JJ2 to be about 10 meV nm. This value is in overall
agreement with values of α in InAs extracted through weak antilocali-
zation measurements26,32. Although Supplementary Fig. S13b was spe-
cifically computed for JJ2, from the fabrication process and similar
composition, we expect all the samples to have similar SOC strengths.

Complementary to the numerical simulations, we provide approx-
imate analytical expressions for the normalized critical currents at low field

Fig. 2 | Low in-plane magnetic field dependence.
Absolute value of the critical currents as a function
of the in-plane magnetic field for (a, c) Josephson
junction 1 (JJ1) and (b, d) JJ2, with superconducting
contact widthsWS indicated. a, b and
c, d correspond to an in-planemagnetic field parallel
and perpendicular to the current, respectively. The
blue circles represent themagnitude of supercurrent
when the bias is swept from negative to zero while
red cross marks are for bias from positive to zero.
The critical current amplitudes when the magnetic
field is parallel to the current (B k x̂) are nearly equal
in both directions, indicating a vanishing super-
conducting diode effect (SDE) (a, b). When the
magnetic field is perpendicular to the current
(B k ŷ), the amplitudes of the forward and reverse
critical currents are different, signaling the presence
of the SDE (c, d). Note that nonreciprocity can be
observed in both devices.
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(see Supplementary Note 2 for detailed information),

jI ±c j
I0

¼ 1� b 1 ± c sgnðBy ∓B�Þ
h i

ðBy ∓B�Þ2; ð1Þ

where I0 is the maximum absolute value of the critical current,
b ¼ ðg�μB=4ETÞ2, c = kso/kF, and B�≈ð1� τÞ1=4ðc=

ffiffiffi
b

p
Þ (with τ as the

junction transparency) is themagnitude of thefield atwhich Ic ismaximum.
Here g* is the effective g-factor, μB the Bohr magneton, kF the Fermi wave
vector, ET = ℏvF/(2L) the Thouless energy, vF the Fermi velocity, and
kso = αm*/ℏ2, with m* representing the effective mass. As discussed in
Supplementary Note 2, Eq. (1) was obtained in the limits L≪ ξ0 where ξ0 is
the superconducting coherence length andWS→∞, assuming the Zeeman
interaction is sizable in the N region only, and again neglecting Dresselhaus
SOC. Therefore it is not in quantitative agreement with finite WS in
experimental devices.However, Eq. (1) canprovide a qualitative description
of the main trends exhibited by the critical currents. In fact, Eq. (1) repro-
duces well the functional behavior of the experimental data at low field.
Supplementary Fig. S10 shows the experimental data of all the junctions
studied fitted to Eq. (1) using b, c and B* as fitting parameters, while Sup-
plementary Fig. S11 shows thatWS is not predictive of theB*observed in the
presented devices. According to the simplified analytical model, the
asymptotic behavior of B* at low magnetic fields does not only depend on
the SOC strength but also on other system parameters, like the junction
transparency (see Supplementary Note 2 and ref. 33). Hence devices exhi-
biting larger values of B* (see bottom row of Supplementary Fig. S10) may
still have similar SOC strength with lower transparency.

Our experimental data togetherwithnumerical simulation suggest that
the observed SDE originates from the finite-momentum Cooper pairing
inducedby the shift of the Fermi contourswhen theZeeman interaction and
the Rashba SOC coexist as illustrated in Supplementary Fig. S13c–e. This
picture implicitly follows from themicroscopicmodel used in the numerical
simulations, which in turn are able to explain the trends observed in the
experimental data. Note that the observed SDE depends on both the mag-
netic field strength and direction. Therefore, the non-intrisic contributions
to the SDE originating from gate-dependent effective disorder in the
superconducting electrodes34, which are independent of the magnetic field,
can be ruled out in our devices. Vortex asymmetric motion, another
mechanism that may induce a nonreciprocal behavior35–37, can also be
disregarded as the origin of the SDE in our samples. Indeed, vortex asym-
metricmotion is expected tobe relevantnear the superconducting transition
when the temperature and/or the applied field are close to their super-
conducting critical values. However, the SDE here reported is finite at
magneticfields as low as fewmT (i.e., at fieldsmuch smaller than the critical
field Bc ≈ 1.6 T) and temperature of 30mK (well below Tc ≈ 1.5 K).

In the regimeEZ≪ αkF,whereEZ,α, and kF denote theZeemanenergy,
the Rashba SOC strength and the Fermiwave vector, respectively, the Fermi
contours in the N region can be approximated as,

kλ ¼ �λkso þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2F þ k2so þ λκ2 sinðφ� θÞ

q
; ð2Þ

where λ = ± 1, κ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2m�EZ=_

2
q

, and θ and φ determine the directions of
the wave vector and magnetic field with respect to the x axis, respectively.
The x-component of the total momentum of the pairs is,

q≈
κ2 sinφffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k2F þ k2so

q ð3Þ

and theCooper pair wave function across the junction can be approximated
as,

∣ψ
� ¼ ∣ "#� eiqx þ ∣ #"� e�iqx ð4Þ

and can be rewritten in terms of singlet, ∣Si ¼ ∣ "#�þ ∣ #"� and triplet,
∣Ti ¼ ∣ "#�� ∣ #"� components38,

∣ψ
� ¼ cosðqxÞ∣Si þ i sinðqxÞ∣Ti: ð5Þ

For EZ≪ αkF, an inversion of the magnetic field orientation reverses the
direction of the Fermi contours shift without affecting the spin orientation.
Therefore, the coexistence of the singlet and triplet components in the
presence of SOC breaks the inversion symmetry of the wave function with
respect to themagnetic field direction, resulting in a nonreciprocal response
with distinct forward and reverse critical currents. However, the SDE van-
isheswhen themagneticfield is orientedalong the x axis (see Fig. 2a, b) for in
this case φ = 0 and q = 0 in Eq. (3).

High in-plane field dependence
We further investigate the nonreciprocity of the critical currents at higher
in-plane magnetic fields perpendicular to the current (By) in the devices JJ1
and JJ2. Figure 3a, b shows the absolute value of the critical currents for each
junction as a function of By. A dip and peak in ∣Ic∣ of JJ1 is observed around
By ~ 0.6 T. Previous studies have suggested such a behavior can be related to
the closing and reopening of the superconducting gap24,39 and a topological
phase transition. Our numerical simulations exhibit a phase transition at
magnetic field near 0.6 T for WS = 0.6 μm as shown in Supplementary
Fig. S14. In contrast, JJ2 data do not show any peak or dip in the super-
current in Fig. 3b. Numerical simulations also do not show a phase tran-
sition for the ground state of JJ2 withWS = 0.15 μm below 1 T as shown in
Supplementary Fig. S15.

Figure 3c plots the difference between the absolute values of the critical
currents for positive and negative biases ΔIc ¼ Iþc � jI�c j, as a function of
By. The results evidence the anti-symmetric character ofΔIc, which for both
junctions changes its sign when the magnetic field By is inverted. However,
ΔIc also exhibit zeros at certain values of By, across which sign reversals not
related tomagneticfield inversionareobserved.This is particularly apparent
for the device JJ2 (blue symbols) at fields By ≈ ± 0.35 T, as shown in Fig. 3c.

From a comparison between the experimental results and the
numerical simulations,we identify twopossiblemechanisms responsible for
the zeros ofΔIc and their associated SDE sign reversals.According toEq. (1),
the SOC induces an asymmetry in the critical currents under the magnetic
field inversion with respect to B*, with jI ±c ðB� þ δBÞj≠jI ±c ðB� � δBÞj. This
asymmetry is apparent in Figs. 2c, d and 3a, b. The coexistence of a finite
magnetic shift, B*, and a strong SOC-induced critical current asymmetry
can cause jIþc j and jI�c j to cross at a finite magnetic field and produce a sign
reversal in the SDE without involving 0–π-like transitions. This situation is
apparent in JJ2 from Fig. 3b, c, where a critical current crossing and cor-
responding sign reversal ofΔIc atBy ≈ 0.35 T are observed, respectively. The
numerical simulations are in good agreement with the experimental data of
JJ2, predicting a critical current crossing at By = 0.4 T, which is unrelated to
the 0–π transition at By ≈ 1 T (see Fig. S15 in Supplementary Note 2).

Asdiscussed above, the SDEoriginates fromfinite-momentumCooper
pairing qualitatively described by a wave function lacking inversion sym-
metry with respect to By when both Rashba SOC and Zeeman interaction
are present. However, it follows from Eq. (5) that the inversion symmetry
with respect to By is reestablished when either the singlet or triplet com-
ponent vanishes at the S/N interfaces located at x = 0 and x = L, i.e., when
∣q∣L = nπ/2, where n is an integer number. Therefore, junctions with
L≪ ξ0≪WS exhibit zeros of ΔIc when,

By ≈ n
π

g�μB
ET 1þ k2so

2k2F

� �
rl: ð6Þ

The re-scaling factor rl = L/(2WS+ L) has been introduced to account for
the fact that the Zeemanfield is likely present over thewhole systemandnot
only in the semiconductor region.

The zeros (and their associated SDE sign reversals) corresponding to
odd integers in Eq. (6), say n = (2m+ 1) (with m an integer), can be
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associated with 0–π-like transitions the junction would experience close to
equilibrium. Indeed, in the absence of currents, the superconducting phase
difference self-tunes to a value ϕGS (referred to as the ground-state phase
difference) thatminimizes the free energy of the system. For cosðqLÞ > 0 the
singlet component of the wave function at the two superconducting leads
has the same sign, indicating that ϕGS = 0. However, when cosðqWLÞ ¼ 0
(i.e., qL = (2m+ 1)π/2), the ground-state phase jumps from 0 to π and the
singlet at the two superconducting leads acquire opposite signs for
cosðqLÞ > 0. Therefore, SDE sign reversals corresponding to odd values of n
in Eq. (6) are associated to 0–π-like (or π–0-like) transitions, while addi-
tional sign reversals are expected to occur between 0–π and π–0-like tran-
sitions, when n is even. The 0–π-like ground-state phase jump has been
identified as a possible signature of topological phase transitions in planar
JJs24,39. Hence, the nodes ofΔIc corresponding to odd nmay indirectly signal
a transition into the topological superconducting state. However, such a
signature is not conclusive, especially in JJs with narrow superconducting
leads, where ground-state phase jumps are not necessarily associated to
topological phase transitions40,41.

Thenumerical simulations fordevices JJ1 and JJ2 reveal 0–π-like jumps
of the ground-state phase at By ≈ ± 0.6 T and By ≈ ± 1 T, respectively (see
Supplementary Figs. S13 and S14b in Supplementary Note 2), suggesting
that if theΔIc changes sign at higherfields (see insets in Fig. 3c) they could be
associated to 0–π-like transitions with n = 1. However, we find that the
measured current difference, ΔIc, is too small in experiment and is difficult
to conclusively establish the existence of these sign reversals in range of 0.6 T
to 1 T.

Gate dependence
To further investigate the effect of SOC on the SDE, wemake a gated device
JJ3 withWS = 1.0 μm by depositing 60 nm Al2O3 followed by 5/40 nm Cr/
Au on the junction. The thickness of Al in JJ3 is 8 nm and the QW has the
exact same structure as theQW in other junctions in this study. Figure 4a–c
shows themeasuredmagnitude of the critical current of JJ3 at threedifferent
gate voltageswhenBz = 0 and the in-planemagneticfield is perpendicular to
the current (By). A clear nonreciprocal behavior can be seen when Vg = 0
and +3 V. However, the SDE is negligible when Vg =− 3 V. It has been

Fig. 3 | High in-plane magnetic field dependence
and sign change.Absolute value of supercurrent as a
function of in-plane magnetic field perpendicular to
the current in (a) Josephson junction 1 (JJ1), and b JJ2
at high magnetic fields, with superconducting contact
widths WS indicated. The blue circles represent the
magnitude of supercurrent when the bias is swept
from negative to zero while red cross marks are for
bias from positive to zero. c Difference ΔIc ¼ Iþc �
jI�c j between the absolute value of the critical currents
measured under positive and negative biases as a
function of By. Red squares and blue triangles corre-
spond to JJ1, and JJ2, respectively. Inset: diode effi-
ciency η ¼ ðIþc � jI�c jÞ=ðIþc þ jI�c jÞ.
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reported that in InSb nanowires, the SDE drastically depends on the applied
gate and orientation of magnetic field and can be suppressed in the absence
of SOC in the system8. In previous studies of SOC effects in our systemwith
gated Hall bar measurements, we reported that the Rashba strength can be
tuned by gate voltage and is smaller at low densities26,32. Figure 4d shows the
differential resistance of JJ3 as a function of bias and gate voltage at zero
magnetic field. At Vg =− 3 V the density is much lower than Vg = 0 and
+3 V. The absence of SDE in Fig. 4c suggests that atVg =− 3 V the Rashba
parameter is significantly smaller than the SOCstrength at zero and positive
gate voltages.

Conclusion
In summary, we have studied the superconducting diode effect in epitaxial
InAs/Al Josephson junctions with different superconducting width and
showed that the SDE depends on the orientation of the applied in-plane
magnetic field in the system. Bymeasuring the supercurrent of the junction,
we observe SDEonlywhen the in-planefield is perpendicular to the current.
We observe a shift in magnetic field yielding the maximum critical current
and obtain an analytical expression describing the critical current behavior
at low magnetic field. We propose a method for estimating the Rashba
parameter from themeasurement of themagnetic field shift of the SDE and
numerical simulations. The results are in good agreement with values
previously reported for our system. We also measure the SDE at high
magnetic fields and observe a sign change in the ΔIc of the WS = 0.15 μm
junction at By ≈ ± 0.35 T. Using our Tight-binding simulation, we conclude
that this sign change is not necessarily an indicator of 0–π or topological
transitions in the system. Bymeasuring the SDE in a gated junction at three
different gate voltages, we showed that the SDE strongly depends on the
applied gate voltage and the SOC strength in our system.

Methods
Wafers are grownbymolecular beamepitaxy.Devices are fabricated using a
combination of wet etching and deposition techniques after patterning
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) via electron beam lithography. Device
mesa features are defined by a deep wet etch with 85% concentrated
phosphoric acid, 30%concentratedhydrogenperoxide, anddeionizedwater
in a volumetric ratio of 1:1:40 after selectively etching the aluminum top

layer with Transene Aluminum Etchant Type D. Junction weak links and
smaller device features are defined by a subsequent aluminum etch. Gated
devices subsequently undergo dielectric deposition of aluminum oxide via
atomic layer deposition, and titanium/gold gates are deposited via electron
beam evaporation. D.c. measurements are performed in a dilution refrig-
erator at a temperature of around 30mK using standard low-frequency
lock-in amplification techniques with excitation currents of at most 10 nA
and frequencies of around 17Hz.Magnetic field is generated by a three-axis
superconducting vector magnet.

Data availability
The transport data generated in relation to this study are available inZenodo
(https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.10810819)42.

Code availability
All code related to this work is available from the corresponding author
upon request.
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